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Analysis of Propagation for Wireless Sensor Networks in Outdoors

Giselle M. Galvan-Tejada1, 2, * and Jorge Aguilar-Torrentera3

Abstract—A revision of main propagation mechanisms of radio waves for wireless sensor networks is
presented in this paper. In order to address this topic, the free space model is firstly taken as a reference.
Classical concepts like ground reflection, diffraction, and surface waves are included from a theoretical
point of view, and some aspects related to wireless sensor networks are analyzed for each subject. A key
parameter is the height of antennas which plays an important role on distinct formulations like reflection
coefficient of the ground surface. From there, when antennas are very close to ground surface, the far
field conditions could be different from that typical expression. Hence, some of propagation models
involve a characterization of far field conditions, and practical settings of antennas for wireless sensor
networks are analyzed by electromagnetic simulation. Attenuation due to vegetation is also reviewed,
and models suitable for these networks are exposed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have become a mature technology, which is being
developed in diverse scenarios from aerospace, terrestrial to underground environments [1–7], for
applications as precision agriculture, smart grids, security, surveillance, habitat monitoring, health
sensing and educational activities. The grade of growth of WSNs has allowed the arising of Internet of
Things (IoT), which will be incorporated to the next generation of cellular mobile communications also
known as 5G [8, 9]. Moreover, new designs of antennas for WSN have been proposed [10], and some of
them are based on ultra-wideband (UWB) technology for their use in a much wider span of frequencies,
always taking into account the interference constraints (see [11] for instance).

On the other hand, propagation is always a central issue not only for the antennas and propagation
community, but also for the whole wireless communications area. Then, due to the importance of WSNs,
this paper analyzes subjects of radio wave propagation for these networks provided that some classical
models cannot be used in them because they have been developed for different conditions.

Thus, the peculiarities of the radio wave propagation for WSNs from an electromagnetic point of
view are analyzed, and comments are presented. In this concern, since WSNs can be found in almost
any environment, a study including all possible cases would exceed the length of a regular paper like
this. To solve this detail, a typical classification depending on their applications both indoors and
outdoors can be done. From this division, we choose to concentrate this paper only on propagation
characteristics for outdoor scenarios. Works related to wireless sensor networks usually assume simple
propagation conditions, and some important features are not contemplated, like antennas heights. In
this paper, the conjunction of different subjects of radio wave propagation into the topic of wireless
sensor networks is presented pointing out key characteristics that should be taken into consideration.

The paper is then organized as follows. Section 2 describes some physical particularities of scenarios
for WSNs. A central parameter that determines many aspects in the radio wave propagation is the
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operational frequency, hence the corresponding references of the standard where different frequency
bands are defined are also included in this section. A general explanation of propagation mechanisms
found in outdoors environments is addressed in Section 3. Free space propagation condition and its
model are explained in Section 4. Due to some typical applications of WSNs where nodes are relatively
near of ground, it is important to review the far field characteristics under this condition. Thus,
Section 5 addresses this subject. Section 6 presents the two-ray model derived from the effect of ground
reflection over a plain Earth. Based on the above, the physical and mathematical explanations for
the two-slope model are exposed in Section 7 including some comments on its use in WSNs. The
diffraction phenomenon for wireless sensor networks is revised in Section 8, where some details of
the recent approach taken in [12] are highlighted. The relative closeness of nodes to the ground also
motivates us to address some particularities of the surface waves as explained in Section 9, where
definitions provided in the investigation on the topic and approaches proving the absence of surface
waves are included. Aspects associated with vegetation and some path loss models adopted for WSNs
are reviewed in Section 10. From these, the work published in [13] is outstanding for the analysis done
for the standard used in WSNs. In addition, considerations for the design of these networks in a complex
environment, where a combination of tree species, age, spatial distribution, and closeness to buildings
as addressed in [14], are also commented in this section. Concluding remarks are given in Section 11.

2. ENVIRONMENTS OF DEPLOYMENT FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

The development of small size low-cost devices for WSNs has allowed that these networks can be
deployed in almost any environment. The common characteristic is that each device is power limited
(maximum transmission level in the order of 100 mW [15]), in such a way that their range is relatively
short. Naturally the strength of WSNs is its cooperative operation, which makes them able to cover
wide areas by implementing dozens or hundreds of sensors. Depending on the situation, their nodes can
be distributed on a random basis (for disaster cases) or following a specific planning (home monitoring,
industrial monitoring, etc.).

2.1. IEEE802.15.4-2011 Standard

IEEE802.15.4-2011 [16] is a standard for low-power and low-rate technology used by wireless personal
networks, from which WSNs are a very illustrative example. This standard defines the physical layer
(PHY) and medium access control layer (MAC). In its PHY different frequency bands are defined at
the most popular 868 MHz, 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz, although an expansion of more bands can be found
in its revised version published in 2016 [17]. In this concern, this paper will be focused on the 2.4 GHz
band provided the existing commercial development in the market.

2.2. Characteristics for Outdoor Scenarios

Wireless sensor networks in outdoor scenarios have a wide diversity of applications such as intelligent
transportation systems, agriculture, environmental monitoring, among others. The propagation paths
between nodes will find natural and man made obstructions. Atmospheric conditions could play a
certain role. Heights of nodes can be under, at, and above ground level, and their separations can be
relatively short, from a few meters up to one hundred meters depending on the power capability of each
device.

3. FUNDAMENTALS OF PROPAGATION MECHANISMS IN OUTDOOR
SCENARIOS

In principle, the propagation of radio waves in outdoor scenarios can be given via different paths, and
depending on them, the waves will be known by different names [18]: (i) when a signal travels via a
reflection mechanism on the ionosphere layer of atmosphere, it is called sky wave; (ii) when scattering
is present in the troposphere around 10 km above the Earth’s surface, tropospheric waves can be found;
(iii) when the waves propagate through other paths on the troposphere relatively near the Earth’s
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surface, they are known as ground waves. The propagation mechanisms of ground waves include direct
paths, reflection on ground or other objects, diffraction, and a special condition known as atmospheric
ducting caused by changes on the refractive index depending on the temperature, humidity, and pressure
conditions [19]. Ionospheric propagation, tropospheric waves, and atmospheric ducting are not issues
considered for WSNs, so, we shall be concentrated on the other propagation mechanisms for ground
waves, which together are named space waves.

Before addressing details of propagation mechanisms of space waves, it is worth presenting some
generalities involved between the transmitted signal and its counterpart received: mean received power
(related to the average path loss), large-scale fading or shadowing, and small-scale fading, whose
relationship is graphically depicted in the simulated plots of Fig. 1, where the received power of a
signal as a function of separation between antennas is shown (the frequency of 100 MHz used to obtain
the plots of free space and slow fading in this figure was taken only as an example to illustrate the
different scales of these phenomena). For the sake of simplicity, unitary gain antennas were used in the
simulations of this figure. It is worth noting that the model used to simulate the mean received power
is valid for distances at which electromagnetic fields are described by plane waves propagating through
the space, and the far field condition is met. This implies that the transmitter and receiver are placed
at a distance at which the antennas are not coupled by effects associated with reactive energy stored in
the near field of each antenna. This problem is analyzed in this paper in Section 5.
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Figure 1. Mean received power, shadowing and small-scale fading.

Let us now explain the physical meaning of curves illustrated in Fig. 1. First of all, there is a certain
power decay of the transmitted power as a function of the distance, which is determined by propagation
models of average path loss depending on the analyzed scenario. In the case of Fig. 1, for example,
we use a free space model, where, as explained in Section 4, antennas are located in an environment
without any obstruction or atmospheric absorption in the propagation path (naturally there can exist
other models for the average path loss, as can be found in a recent reference of this topic for WSNs [20]).

Around this mean received power, there exists a long-term variation of the level of the received power
depending on if the signal experiments diffraction through the propagation path due to buildings, trees,
mountains, etc. in such a way that an “electromagnetic shadow” can be presented around obstacles
according to relative positions between transmitter and receiver. This phenomenon is statistically
characterized and has been found to follow a Log-Normal distribution, whose standard deviation, s,
provides a statistical measure of the grade of obstructions in the environment (in Fig. 1, a Log-Normal
distributed random variable with s = 8dB was simulated). The diffraction phenomenon represents the
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deterministic form of the long-term fading. A brief description of this phenomenon can be found in
Section 8 below.

Finally, the small-scale fading is a phenomenon caused by a set of possible echoes of the first signal
arriving at the receiver, which could follow a direct line of sight (LOS) path. These multiple echoes
are attributed to scattering objects that produce reflections or diffraction on the propagation paths of
the original signal, and therefore they create a multipath environment. These replicas vary both in
amplitude and delay, in such a way that they can be constructively or destructively added depending on
their relative phases. Ndzi et al. [21] present some observations derived from a measurements campaign
for WSN applications in sport ground, grass field, and roads for relatively short ranges and antennas
near surface. A Ricean distribution is found to be best adjusted for the small-scale fading up to distances
close to the transmitter with some variations depending on the surface characteristics. In Section 6, an
explanation of reflection in the ground is exposed from the radio wave propagation point of view. Many
of the concepts reviewed there can also be considered for reflection at buildings or other materials.

The scale of variation of signal due to both types of fading is worth noting (see Fig. 1): shadowing
is present in a larger scale compared to small-scale fading, and therefore, they are sometimes referred
as long-term and short-term fadings, respectively [22].

In addition to these three characteristics on the propagation paths, the atmospheric absorption can
be present in distinct cases, but naturally its effect is observed for signals being transmitted outdoors
only.

In any case, a common factor in all above propagation effects is operational frequency, which
determines the impact of these phenomena on the received signal and other metrics of performance of
a wireless system.

The orientation that we are giving to this paper is from a deterministic point of view of the mean
received power, reflection, and diffraction. In other words, we are not addressing the shadowing effect
as can be found in classical literature, nor the statistical modeling corresponding to small-scale fading
due to multiple reflections. Instead, we present theoretical formulations including some remarks related
to the particularities of WSNs.

4. FREE SPACE

Free space is a propagation condition where a signal emitted from an isotropic source will not find any
obstruction, scattering or atmospheric absorption that introduce attenuation, in such a way that the
wave freely spreads its energy equally in all directions (the corresponding model presented below is used
in Fig. 1). This condition implies that the radio wave travels in a perfect dielectric without charges
and conduction currents [18]. Under these circumstances, the wave equations for the electric field and
magnetic field vectors, E and H, respectively, are [23]:

∇2E − με
∂2E
∂t2

= 0 (1)

∇2H − με
∂2H
∂t2

= 0 (2)

where ε denotes the dielectric constant, μ the magnetic permeability, and ∇ the vector differential
operator. The possible solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) describes a plane wave in a direction of propagation
perpendicular to the surface formed by vectors E and H, which are normal from each other. This
solution and all equations derived from now on are valid for far field conditions to be presented in
Section 5.

The magnitudes of the electric field, E, and the magnetic field, H, are related to each other by,

E

H
=

√
μ

ε
(3)

Due to the dimensions of magnitudes E (V/m) andH (A/m), Equation (3) represents an impedance
quantity in Ohms. In particular, it is known as the characteristic impedance or intrinsic impedance of
the medium, η. For free space, ε0 ≈ 1/36π × 109 F/m and μ0 = 4π × 10−7 H/m [18], hence, its
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characteristic impedance is

η0 =
√
μ0

ε0
= 120π ≈ 377Ω (4)

On the other hand, the well-known Poynting’s theorem provides an insight of the energy
conservation between energy supplied to the field and energies stored in the electric and magnetic fields
plus the energy flow through the surface that encloses that field [24]. Thus, “As electromagnetic waves
propagate through space from their source to distant receiving points, there is a transfer of energy from
the source to the receivers.” [18]. In other words, the Poynting’s theorem mathematically represents the
relationship between the rate of this energy transfer and amplitudes of electric and magnetic fields of
the electromagnetic wave. This representation includes a closed surface integral of the product E×H,
which gives the rate of the energy flow through that enclosing surface [18]. Then, the Poynting vector,
given by,

P = E × H (5)

at any point provides a measure of the rate of the energy flow per unit area at that point. Let E0 and H0

be fixed amplitudes of E and H, respectively, which is a valid assumption for plane waves propagating
in free space. Let us also consider time variations of the form cos(2πft−α), with f the field frequency
in Hz and α a phase parameter with fixed numerical value at any given point in the medium. This
time variation of P can be simplified if an average is taken over time 1/f , as long as E0 and H0 remain
constant. Hence:

Pav =
1
2
E0 × H0 (6)

Let Pav, E0 and H0 be the corresponding scalar magnitudes of vectors given in Eq. (6), such that,

Pav =
1
2
E0H0 (7)

Then, by using Eq. (3) into Eq. (7)

Pav =
E2

0

2

√
ε

μ
(8)

Provided that we are assuming an isotropic source, the signal travels, spreading its energy equally
in all spatial directions closed by an imaginary sphere. Thus, if the transmitter is supplying a power Pt

at the terminals of an isotropic antenna, conceptually the power flux density (Pav) at a radial distance,
d, can be expressed as,

Pav =
Pt

4πd2
(9)

Hence it is straightforward to find a relationship between the magnitude of electric field E0 and
transmitted power Pt by equaling Equations (8) and (9).

Through this section we have revised some expressions and concepts of radio waves under the free
space condition, but using the term “reception point” as a general form to make a reference where
the electromagnetic field is. In order to be more specific, it is necessary to first present the concept of
effective aperture or effective area of an antenna. This concept is related to a receiver antenna provided
that it represents the proportion between power flux density of a plane wave and the power effectively
supplied to the antenna terminals. Mathematically it can be formulated as

Ae =
Pr

Pav
(10)

where Pr denotes the received power (i.e., the power supplied to the antenna terminals). Then, it is
clear that

Pr = AePav (11)

Some examples of effective areas for different radiators can be found in [25], from which for an
isotropic antenna we have:

Ae =
λ2

4π
(12)
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with λ being the wavelength. Thus, by substituting Eqs. (9) and (12) in Eq. (11), the expression of
received power for free space conditions using isotropic antennas results:

Pr = Pt

(
λ

4πd

)2

(13)

which is also known as Friis Equation. If we consider antennas with a certain gain, let us say Gt and
Gr for the transmitter and receiver, respectively, these factors can be directly introduced into Eq. (13):

Pr = PtGtGr

(
λ

4πd

)2

(14)

with Gt = 1 and Gr = 1 for isotropic antennas. As can be observed, the power decay in this model
is a function of distance and frequency only. For this reason it can be seen that the wave follows in a
direct LOS path in the propagation environment. Please note that Equations (13) or (14) are valid only
for far field, and no considerations are taken about heat losses and scattering losses of the antenna, for
which we suggest [26] for a deeper discussion.

5. FAR FIELD CONDITIONS

5.1. Motivation

Provided that some applications of WSNs require that their nodes are relatively close to the ground, it
is important to review the far field concept. The condition given for the far field is widely used as a rule
of thumb. Nevertheless, some considerations should be taken into account as pointed out by [28]. In this
concern, characterizations of a dipole antenna of various lengths and the transition boundaries between
near field and far field have been systematically studied in [28] and also including a wire antenna array
of half-wave dipoles in [29]. Based on numerical simulations (using the electromagnetic code Analysis
of Wire Antennas and Scatterers, AWAS), these studies characterize the propagation of radiated energy
from the near field to far field regions transition at larger distances than that stated in the standard [27].

5.2. Simulations

Here we characterize the far field of an antenna by considering a center-fed dipole operating at a
frequency of 2.45 GHz (i.e., λ = 12.24 cm). We analyze the case of a dipole of length equal to 0.46λ.
Ideally, in a free space circumstance, an infinitely thin 0.46λ dipole antenna resonates as its impedance
has a zero reactive component at the operating frequency [30]. When the dimensions of such a dipole
antenna change, the time-averaged radiated power has both real and imaginary parts increasing the
spatial distribution of the reactive field stored near the dipole. Thus, by taking into consideration all
above, we illustrate the transition between near field and far field of a 0.46λ-dipole antenna of diameter
equal to 5mm by carrying out full-wave EM simulations with the electromagnetic code COMSOL (RF
module, COMSOL TM Version 5.2).

For free space conditions, the numeric technique yields an input impedance equal to 71.19 +
j16.43 Ohms. Since such a reactive component cannot be neglected, electrical and magnetic fields cannot
have a spatial orientation settled down by the intrinsic impedance of the medium in close proximity to
the antenna but at larger distances as one moves away from the antenna.

A property of the antenna operating at far field is that the wave impedance approximates to the
intrinsic impedance of the media [29], which is numerically close to 120π as explained in Section 4. As
noted there, η = E/H, so, the wave impedance of the field is equal to the ratio Eθ/Hφ, with Eθ the
component of the magnitude of the electric field at an angular direction θ and Hφ the component of
the magnitude of the magnetic field at the azimuth angle φ.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the real part of the field impedance with distance (normalized to the
wavelength) for two angular directions θ (45◦ and 90◦) under free space conditions. Theoretically, for
such a dipole antenna radiating in free space, the far field starts from 2D2/λ, with D being equal to the
dipole length 0.46λ. This ratio yields a distance equal to 0.423λ. Nonetheless, our results show that the
far field condition is reached for both angular directions at a distance approaching λ. The conclusion
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Figure 2. Real part of the wave impedance for a 0.46λ-dipole antenna of diameter equal to 5mm
operating at 2.45 GHz for free space conditions.

that the limit 2D2/λ can be used safely to determine where the far field starts does not hold in general
for all antennas. The analysis derived for any antenna radiating over free-space in [29] demonstrates
that such a limit is valid only for larger antennas having their maximal dimensions at least equal to 5λ,
which is clearly not the case for the presented example.

A setting that is of interest for WSNs is the location of antennas at different heights over a ground
plane. In the following, we limit the analysis to ground plane with perfect electric conductor (PEC)
characteristics. Of course, a more practical scenario arises when the surface of the ground plane
introduces different electrical characteristics influenced by the type of soil and depth of penetration
resulting in an effective permittivity and conductivity of a particular surface. Given the significant
impact of such practical conditions on radio propagation, the analysis deserves a wide study that goes
beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we consider a 0.46λ-dipole antenna located at different vertical
distances from the plane surface, h. The cases of study are for different antenna heights (5, 9, 15 and
68 cm) above the ground plane. Fig. 3 plots the real part of the wave impedance as a function of the
normalized distance.
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Figure 3. Real part of the wave impedance for a 0.46λ-dipole antenna of diameter equal to 5mm
operating at 2.45 GHz located above a PEC ground plane.

EM fields were computed by numerical simulation at several radial distances from the center of the
antenna to a set of points chosen over a horizontal line (i.e., θ = 90◦). Fig. 3 shows a wave impedance
equal to zero for the closest point to the antenna and for all the heights analyzed. This is a result of the
relatively close proximity of the antenna with the ground plane which reduces the θ component of the
resulting magnitude of the electric field vector. At larger radial distances, the wave impedance exhibits
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different variations which are affected by the proximity of the antenna to the ground plane.
It is worth noting that oscillations presented in all curves are due to small scattering waves created

by reflections with absorption boundaries, which are set well in the far-field region but rendering radial
distances limited by a spheroidal boundary condition. Therefore, the numerical technique of the 3D
field solver necessarily poses a level of inaccuracy when determining the far field onsets by comparing
the computed impedance against the theoretical wave impedance.

Now, it is apparent that the cases of antennas with larger heights above the ground plane, the
onset of the far field condition, which is effectively the approximation of the wave impedance to 120π,
is reached at larger distances, in agreement with the analysis in [28]. For instance, for the 0.46λ-
dipole antenna located at 5 and 9 cm over the PEC ground plane, the far field criterion is met at
a distance approximately equal to 1.5λ and 2.5λ, respectively. In both cases, the far field condition
is reached below the maximal distance displayed (2.7λ, see Fig. 3) showing little oscillation in the
computed wave impedance around the characteristic impedance value. For this reason simulations
were not conducted far away 2.7λ. For an antenna located at 15 cm, the onset of the wave impedance
is located approximately at a distance of 4λ. In contrast, the case of the antenna located at 68 cm
corresponds to the region defined by a radial distance (lower than 5λ) where the fields still create a
complex near field scenario.

It is worth mentioning that there are other criteria that must be satisfied simultaneously to delineate
the far field region from the near field [28, 29]. Here, for the sake of simplicity, the dipole antenna is
only analyzed using the wave impedance criterion which determines the far field zone at which the
power density vector is a real quantity. From a perspective of antennas for WSNs, this criterion covers
a significant importance for power efficient devices.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the far field conditions naturally could be different from those
previously shown depending on the type of antenna. Antennas for WSNs are designed by taking into
account the functional characteristics of the physical layer defined in the Standard IEEE802.15.4 [16, 17]
and some particularities of wireless sensor networks exposed in Section 2. All the above have led
to considering that antennas for WSNs have to achieve suitable impedance matching over specified
bandwidths in compliance with the standard thus keeping acceptable power efficiencies of wireless
devices. On the other hand, the antenna gain is chosen according to several considerations regarding
the orientation between nodes. Near-isotropic antennas become a power efficient solution when network
nodes are distributed uniformly (see for example [31]). Contrariwise, directional antennas present
advantages in scenarios where obstructions create electromagnetic shadows between transmitter and
receiver, thus radiation over these areas results in a waste of power [32]. Hence, the far field
determination for these antennas and other designs proposed in the literature (much of these based
on low-cost planar technology) is an important issue to be taken into account.

6. GROUND REFLECTION

Once fundamentals of free space and far field conditions have been addressed, we are in position
to consider another propagation mechanism involved in wireless sensor networks. For outdoors
communications, it is very common to find reflecting objects near LOS paths. This is the case revised
here for the particular conditions of WSNs, where we shall specifically consider relatively short distances
between terminals; in such a way the Earth’s curvature can be neglected (i.e., it can be taken as a flat
surface). It is worth noting that all equations related to components of electromagnetic fields and those
derived from these in this section are valid for far field conditions as exposed in Section 5.

Then, from the aforementioned conditions, there are two media separated by a certain physical
surface and the received signal results from a combination of a direct wave with length r1 and a ground
reflected wave with length r2 as represented in Fig. 4 (hence its mathematical model is also known
as two-ray model). It is worth noting that this surface can be regular or irregular in the sense of its
dimensions and irregularities relative to the wavelength. It is said that there is a specular reflection
if surface is large and that its irregularities are smaller than the wavelength (a smooth surface), or a
diffuse reflection otherwise (i.e., considering a rough surface).

In any case, the amplitude and phase of the ground reflected wave are related to a parameter named
reflection coefficient, ρ, which depends on the polarization of the wave, the dielectric constant of the
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medium relative to that of free space, εr = ε/ε0, the conductivity of material, σ, where the radio wave
is being reflected, and the incident angle of the wave respect to the surface, ψ. Thus, the reflection
coefficients for horizontal (ρh) and vertical (ρv) polarizations are, respectively [18],

ρh =
sinψ − √

(εr − jx) − cos2 ψ

sinψ +
√

(εr − jx) − cos2 ψ
(15)

ρv =
(εr − jx) sinψ − √

(εr − jx) − cos2 ψ

(εr − jx) sinψ +
√

(εr − jx) − cos2 ψ
(16)

where x = σ/ωε0, with ω the angular frequency, i.e., ω = 2πf . As can be seen from Equations (15) and
(16), for values of near-grazing incidence angle (ψ → 0), reflection coefficients for both polarizations
are equal to 1 in magnitude with a phase of −180◦. As this angle increases, the magnitude and phase
for ρh and ρv present certain trends depending upon distinct characteristics of ground and operational
frequencies. In the case of horizontal polarization, for instance, the magnitude of ρh simply is less
than 1, and its phase is reduced as well, both with an almost linear behavior. Regarding the reflection
coefficient for signals with vertical polarization, it is more sensitive to variations of ψ provided that
the electric field E is parallel to the plane of incidence and perpendicular to the reflecting surface. As
ψ is increased, the magnitude of ρv is reduced up to a minimum value (for which the incidence angle
is known as Brewster angle), and then it begins to increase again in an asymptotic form, whereas its
phase approaches to zero (see [18] for some graphical examples).

Let Ed be the magnitude of the electric field associated to the direct wave. Then, the total
magnitude of the received field, E, due to contributions of both direct and reflected waves can be
expressed as

E = Ed

[
1 + ρe−jΔϕ

]
(17)

Provided that the reflection coefficient can be represented in terms of its modulus and its phase,
ϑ, as ρ = |ρ| exp(jϑ),

E = Ed

[
1 + |ρ| e−j(Δϕ−ϑ)

]
(18)

In Eqs. (17) and (18) Δϕ represents the phase difference between the direct and reflected waves
given by,

Δϕ =
2π
λ

ΔR (19)

with ΔR the difference of paths lengths r2 and r1. From geometry of Fig. 4, it can be demonstrated
that

ΔR = d

⎡
⎣

√
1 +

(ht + hr)
2

d2
−

√
1 +

(ht − hr)
2

d2

⎤
⎦ (20)
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which for d� ht, hr can be approximated by

ΔR =
2hthr

d
(21)

As exposed in Section 2, devices of WSNs can be located in diverse forms, following a specific
deployment or in a random fashion for some cases where access is difficult. Their heights can vary
from ground level up to some meters, and the ranges of radio links between nodes are at most 100 m.
These peculiarities imply that in some applications ht and hr could be in the same order of d. In order
to observe the approximation degree of Equation (21) for these scenarios, Fig. 5 shows a comparative
example of plots for Equations (20) and (21), when ht = 1m and hr = 1m, which can be practical
heights in WSNs, and a distance up to d = 10 m. As can be appreciated, Equation (21) can be taken
as a good approach to the original expression. Naturally, considerations should be taken for different
values of ht and hr.
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Figure 5. Length difference between r2 and r1 using the original expression given by (20) and the
approximation of (21), both for ht = hr = 1 m.

Now, as has been seen, the magnitude of the total electric field is a function of the reflection
coefficient, which in turn depends on the incidence angle, among other variables aforementioned. In
this concern, it is important to review the behavior of ψ for WSNs. This angle depends on the position
of the reflection point and therefore the antenna heights and their separation. A common way to
determine the reflection point is by taking an image height of both antennas as depicted in Fig. 6 and
by connecting them with the other antennas. The crossing point at the ground can be taken as reflection
point.

From geometry of Fig. 6 it is straightforward to determine the incidence angle as ψ = arctan[(ht +
hr)/d]. Thus, different incidence angles were calculated for distinct combinations of antennas heights,
when they are 10 m and 50 m separated (see Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively). Results indicate that
for relatively short distances, moderate values of ψ are present, and the assumption of ψ → 0 can be
valid only for relatively large antenna separations.

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that ψ → 0 such that ρ = −1 for both polarizations. In
this way,

E = Ed

[
1 − e−jΔϕ

]
= Ed [1 − cos Δϕ+ j sin Δϕ] (22)
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Figure 7. Incidence angle for different antennas heights and a separation of antennas: (a) d = 10 m,
(b) d = 50 m.

Thus, by applying some well-known identities and substituting Equation (19), with the approach
given in Eq. (21) into Eq. (22), the magnitude of E can be determined as

|E| = |Ed|
√

1 + cos2 Δϕ− 2 cos Δϕ+ sin2 Δϕ

= 2 |Ed| sin Δϕ
2

= 2 |Ed| sin
(

2πhthr

λd

)
(23)
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Then,

Pr = 4 |Ed|2 sin2

(
2πhthr

λd

)
(24)

Provided that the term |Ed|2 corresponds to the received power of the direct LOS wave, it can be
equal to Eq. (14). Therefore,

Pr = 4PtGtGr

(
λ

4πd

)2

sin2

(
2πhthr

λd

)
(25)

The sine function in Equation (25) introduces variations in the amplitude of power due to the
phase shift by the combination of the direct and reflected waves. Its variation on the received power
can be graphically seen in Fig. 8, where different plots of Pr are depicted (in dBm) using a normalized
transmitted power Pt = 1mW, isotropic antennas (Gt = Gr = 1), an operational frequency of 2.4 GHz,
and three cases of antenna heights. As can be observed, a pattern of nulls is formed, which, following
the free space profile, produces multiple crossings with it. The rate and depth of these nulls are related
to the antennas heights, and they are observed up to a point where crossings are not longer present.
Basically, before this crossing a power decay law with the distance of 20 dB per decade is present,
whereas a slope of 40 dB per decade is the trend after this last crossing. It is worth mentioning that
Equation (25) and therefore results of Fig. 8 are valid only for far field conditions as we have already
stated at the beginning of this section. However, please note that the assumption of isotropic antennas
was only for the sake of simplicity in order to show the behavior of the model, but it does not have
meaning for this non-physical antenna.
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7. TWO-SLOPE MODEL

From the two propagation models addressed in Sections 4 and 6, it is clear that there exists a dependence
on the received power with the distance between wireless terminals. This dependence is related with
what is known as power decay exponent or path loss exponent, γ, which represents the slope of the

Owner
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For Figure 8, please see erratum at the end of the paper.
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corresponding curve that characterizes a particular model. In other words, γ denotes the power-law
relationship between the separation distance and the receiver power. Thus, we can see that for the free
space model, Pr ∝ 1/d2, in such a way that γ = 2, whereas for the two-ray model, two slopes can be
appreciated with γ = 2 before the last crossing with the free space model and γ = 4 beyond. For this
reason, it is considered as a two-slope model.

It is worth mentioning that the path loss exponent could experimentally present different values
depending on the environment where the wireless terminals are deployed. For example, a comparison
between 1.8 GHz measurements and simulations was carried out by Prasad et al. [33] in urban, dense
urban, and suburban areas. According to their observations, γ takes values between 3 and 4 for distances
between 200 and 500 m depending on the location under consideration. On the other hand, in [34]
measurements were conducted in an environment of underground mines for LOS and NLOS (non-LOS)
conditions, in a range from 1 to 10 m, using different combinations of omni and directional antennas
for the transmitter and the receiver. From the experimental data the authors determine γ through a
linear regression analysis. For LOS case, values very close to 2 were obtained, whereas for NLOS, larger
values of 3 and 6.16 resulted. For an indoor environment the propagation on stairwells was studied for
applications where these are important in an emergency situation [35]. Measurements were conducted
at 2.4 and 5.8 GHz in the premises of the University of Hawaii. Values of γ as high as 8.3 and 9.74 are
found for these frequency bands, respectively.

In the case of two-slope model, the distance where the slope changes is determined by equaling
Equations (14) and (25). In general terms, this distance, named breakpoint distance, dbp, is a function
of the antennas heights and the wavelength. At this regard, there are several approaches to determine
this distance. For example, a well-known approach is based on the principle of the first Fresnel ellipse
clearance, for which the breakpoint distance corresponds to the point where the ground reaches the first
Fresnel zone†, as depicted in Fig. 9, and results as [12]:

dbp ≈ 4hthr

λ
(26)

Ground

Direct path

Transmitter

antenna

Receiver

antenna

Breakpoint distance

First Fresnel

zone

Figure 9. Determination of the breakpoint distance from the first Fresnel zone.

Although it can be found in the open literature some expressions to calculate this distance (see
Table 1 for instance), it has been pointed out by some authors that a single distance is sometimes
difficult to be determined, and a “transition region” between the two slopes can be identified instead.
In this situation, a double regression analysis is carried out from experimental data. From diverse
experiments, Green exposes that this distance can be bounded by [38]

πhthr

λ
< dbp <

4πhthr

λ
(27)

† “A Fresnel zone is the circular portion of a wavefront transverse to the line between the source and a point of observation, whose
centre is the intersection of the front with the direct ray and whose radius is such that the shortest path from the source through the
periphery to the receiving point is one-half wave longer than the ray.” [37].
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Table 1. Expressions for the breakpoint distance.

Reference Model
[38] 2πhthr

λ

[39] 4hthr
λ

[40] 8.41hthr
λ

In the context of WSNs, the two-ray two-slope model has been adopted by some authors (see [20]
and references therein), using γ = 2 before dbp and γ = 4 beyond. However, as Foran et al. state [41], if
antennas are very near the ground, this model could not present enough accuracy. In fact, Feuerstein et
al. suggest that several wavelengths or more above the horizontal ground plane should be taken as
threshold for the antennas heights in order to use the two-ray model [42].

8. DIFFRACTION

The diffraction phenomenon is commonly present in different radio wave propagation environments,
characterized by the fact that an obstacle can be found into the direct path between terminals or
relatively near it as depicted in Fig. 10. According to the geometry of this figure, relative position of
terminals and obstacle play an important role in the diffraction phenomenon. The closer the receiver is to
the obstacle, the larger the diffraction losses will be experimented in the radio wave propagation [36]. In
this concern, nodes of WSNs deployed for applications under ground could be exposed to this situation,
where the “obstacle” would be the ground. For example, for some applications of WSNs over ground
but relatively near it, the effect of the surface characteristics and the antennas height is studied in [21].
The authors found that the path loss exponent is affected by these conditions. Values of this exponent
between 1.70 and 2.27 are obtained for an antenna height of 50 cm, whereas for an antenna height
of 9 cm the path loss exponent increases between 2.90 and 3.4 [21]. Thus, the closer the antenna is
to the surface, the shorter the node range is, which is attributed to the obstruction of ground to the
transmission path.

Obstacle 

Direct path 

Transmitter 

antenna 

Receiver 

antenna 

First Fresnel 

zone 

h 

d1 d2

Figure 10. Geometry of the knife edge obstacle in the first Fresnel zone.

Recently, modeling based on diffraction theory for near-ground channel in WSNs has been
published [12], with good results compared to independent measurement campaigns. Basically, Torabi
and Zekavat define three propagation regions derived from a geometry where antennas are at relatively
low height as can be found in some applications of WSNs [12]:

• Short-range communication: The first Fresnel zone is clear of obstacles and is delimited
by the breakpoint distance, for which the exact formulation is used instead of the classical
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approximation (26) taken from microcellular mobile systems:

dbp =
4hthr

λ

√
1 − λ2(h2

t + h2
r)

(4hthr)2
+

(
λ2

16hthr

)2

(28)

• Medium-range communications: The first Fresnel zone tangentially touches the ground surface as
in Fig. 9. In this case, diffraction begins to take importance, and it is possible to define this region
lower bounded by Eq. (28) and limited up to a “critical distance” given by:

dc =

√(
12.5hthr

λ
− λ

12.5

)2

− (ht − hr)
2 (29)

The electromagnetic obstruction of the first Fresnel zone, introduced by the closeness of antennas
to the ground, produces an excess loss factor (relative to that of free space), Lex, given by

Lex =
∣∣∣∣1 +

r1
r2
ρefe−jΔϕ

∣∣∣∣
2

(30)

Please note that r1 and r2 correspond to the direct and reflected paths, respectively, as depicted in
Fig. 4, and Δϕ represents its phase difference as explained in Section 6. The term ρef is defined
in [12] as an effective reflection coefficient, which, as the authors claim, stands for the “surface”
waves (see Section 9 below), incident polarization and surface correlation length, whose analysis is
valid for low-grazing incident angles as the case at hand. See [12] and references therein for details
on the derivation of ρef .

• Long-range communications: For antenna heights lower than those which satisfy conditions of
medium-range communications, a significant part of the first Fresnel zone is always occupied by
the ground, in such a way that the link range exceeds dc. In this case, Torabi and Zekavat [12]
claim that the total path loss is given by the knife edge diffraction loss, Lke, that assumes an
asymptotically thin diffracting obstruction at the middle of the path,

Lke =
[
0.5 +

0.877(ht + hr)√
λd

]2

(31)

and an additional loss, given by Lex in Eq. (30), accounts for rough terrain parameters such as
permittivity and roughness statistics introduced in ρef .

Thus, the proposal of [12] for a path loss model (in dB) of WSN under near-ground conditions is:

LNG =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Lfs; d ≤ dbp

Lfs + Lex; dbp ≤ d ≤ dc

Lfs + Lex + Lke; d ≥ dc

(32)

with Lfs the corresponding free space path loss. In Eq. (32), we present the limits as given in the
original reference, although according to its derivation it could be

LNG =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Lfs; d ≤ dbp

Lfs + Lex; dbp < d ≤ dc

Lfs + Lex + Lke; d > dc

(33)

9. SURFACE WAVES

Provided that several applications of WSNs require nodes are very near the ground surface (e.g., traffic
monitoring for intelligent transport systems [43]), it is important to review the topic of electromagnetic
fields at the Earth’s surface.
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9.1. Origins and Fundamentals

The subject of surface waves has been studied since the very early stages of radio communications,
which took importance when it was assumed that propagation of radio waves following the Earth’s
curvature was the mechanism to explain the success of the transatlantic communication experiment of
Marconi (in those years the ionospheric layer was unknown). Before this date, the name of surface
waves had already been coined by Lord Rayleigh to refer to some radio waves propagating along the
interface between two media [44]. Years later, the famous 1909 work by Sommerfeld [45] was published
addressing a solution to the effect of the finite conductivity of the ground on the radiation from a
short vertical antenna at the surface of a plane Earth. An interesting result derived from his work is
that the Hertzian vector Π related to the total electromagnetic field considering both media, air and
ground, can be divided in two components: Π = Π1 + Π2, where Π1 represents the contribution of the
“space” wave, and Π2 the corresponding part of a “surface” wave (afterwards, these terms were specified
by diverse authors, e.g., [44], as a direct wave from the source and a superposition of waves resulting
from the phenomena of reflection on a surface and refraction through a surface, respectively). During
several decades, controversy arose about the Sommerfeld’s formulation (partially by the fact that an
average ground, with σ = 5 × 10−3 Siemens and εr = 15, cannot be considered neither conductor nor
dielectric [36]), and different definitions for surface wave were considered as pointed out by [22, 44, 46, 47].

It is important to mention that the timely paper of Sarkar et al. [22] presents a very useful survey
from a historical, physical, mathematical, and practical points of view on the matter of surface waves.
One of the aspects addressed there is the analysis of diverse approaches generated by several authors
and how different definitions of surface wave were addressed. Thus, in an important effort to clarify this
confusion an emphasis is given there what authors name as true surface waves in the Rayleigh sense as
explained by Schelkunoff [44]. In what follows the properties and fundamentals of true surface waves
shall be addressed, and the term known as Sommerfeld’s surface waves shall be pointed out only where
it corresponds.

Let us now review some fundamentals of surface waves. The nature of these waves can be explained
by the change from free space conditions (where the waves are spherical) to a scenario of plane or
cylindrical waves caused by the introduction of a plane perpendicular to a vertical antenna [48]. In the
former case, the amplitude of the waves varies inversely as the distance, whereas for the latter it varies
inversely as the square root of the distance. This “reduction” in the amplitude of the waves seems to
indicate that a portion of the wave is altered by the presence of the plane surface. In this way, the
generation of plane or cylindrical waves can be achieved by the presence of a type of “wave guide”,
which is the physical explanation given by Sommerfeld to the surface waves [48]. Nevertheless, the
fields associated with these waves present an evanescent nature, which is remarkable at upper heights
from the planar boundary, whereas the wave is more concentrated on this plane as the frequency is
increased, and as a consequence, its evanescent nature is also dependent on frequency [52].

Another approach on the subject is addressed by Schelkunoff, who exposes, in a simple way, the
physical fundamentals of surface wave propagation [44], which is centered in the reflection and refraction
principles‡. As explained in Section 6, there exists the Brewster angle, corresponding to the incidence
angle where the magnitude of the reflection coefficient for a vertical polarized wave is minimum. At
this angle, there is not reflection, and the total refraction is present in such a way that it seems that
the wave is trapped by the ground.

It is worth mentioning the work of Norton [46], who also states that a particular property that
identifies to a surface wave is its predominance near the surface of the Earth provided that at larger
heights, it becomes negligible, and the total field is dominated by the space wave. The physical
meaning given by Norton to the Poyting vector derived from the his formulation is that the energy
flows downwards toward the ground in such a way that ground currents are induced. Thus, one could
relate this behavior to the total refraction phenomenon. However, as pointed out in [52] this phenomenon
is independent of frequency, hence provided the nature of surface waves, they cannot be associated with
it.

These issues are summarized in the monograph presented by Barlow and Brown [49], where different
aspects of the surface waves are addressed, like conditions for supporting this waves at an interface
‡ Sometimes it is said that a radio wave is transmitted from a medium to another one, when it is propagating by a refraction
mechanism.
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between two different media, the power carried by them, the relationship of the Brewster angle with
these waves, analysis for different surfaces, etc. Basically, the authors state that these waves propagate
without radiation along an interface between two different media, with this interface being the surface
that supports them. In order to fulfill this condition, the interface must be straight in the direction
of propagation, although it is not necessarily in the transverse direction [49]. The peculiarity that the
surface acts as a physical mechanism to support these waves allows them to be also referred as guided
waves.

9.2. Absence of Surface Waves

As already mentioned, different analyses have been carried out by diverse authors in the surface waves
subject. These include theoretical and experimental results which we recommend [51] for more details.
Here we consider a couple of approaches whose theoretical results show the absence of the surface waves.
Latter, we outline some experiments presented by some authors that confirm these conclusions.

Then, let us start with the work of Bremmer [50] who considers a multipath environment from the
transmitter to the receiver, where surface waves are included. He centers his analysis about surface
waves in terms of its phase velocity. It is given by c/n12, where n12 is related with the refractive indexes
of both media, n1 and n2, and is defined as

1
n2

12

=
1
n2

1

+
1
n2

2

(34)

These terms are introduced in the mathematical analysis given by Bremmer [50] for the Hertzian
vector Π, where arbitrary conditions of the vertical positions of dipole used as transmitter are included.
The expressions given for Π consider direct wave, earth-refracted wave, and surface wave.

Thus, Bremmer carries out an impulse response analysis which indicates that those components
associated with surface waves could be presented before the arrival of the main pulse (i.e., in the
transient period) in such a way that they are canceled by mutual interference. Moreover, he states that
this cancelation is presented in that region that the waves coming from the source reach the receiver
via reflection and refraction in directions less steep than the Brewster angle, and therefore it implies
the absence of surface waves.

Let us now take the approach based on the reflection coefficient involved in the Hertzian vector in
the Sommerfeld’s solution. In order to address this issue, three papers [22, 51, 52] complementary each
other are considered here as the basis of explanation. Then, from the expression of Hertzian vector that
satisfies wave equations and boundary conditions for a vertical electric dipole located at (x′, y′, z′) over
a plane surface at z = 0, Πz is given by [51],

Πz = P

{
exp (−jk1R1)

R1
+

∫ ∞

0

J0(ξdxy)√
ξ2 − k1

K(ξ) exp
[
−

√
ξ2 − k2

1(z + z′)
]
ξ dξ

}
(35)

for Re(
√
ξ2 − k2

1) > 0. The first term between brackets of Eq. (35) represents Π1, i.e., the solution due
to the contribution of the direct wave, whereas the integrand term corresponds to Π2, in this case the
solution to the contribution of the superposition of waves caused by the phenomenon of reflection on the
plane surface. Now, J0(·) is the zero order Bessel function of first kind, k1 the propagation constant in
the air, i.e., k1 = ω

√
μ0ε0 (which is related to the propagation constant of ground plane by k2 = k1

√
ε),

dxy =
√

(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2, R1 =
√
d2

xy + (z − z′)2, and ξ the variable of integration. The parameter
P is given by

P =
Idz

jω4πε0
(36)

with Idz the dipole moment of the elementary current. In Eq. (35) the function K(ξ) is expressed by

K(ξ) =
k2

2

√
ξ2 − k2

1 − k2
1

√
ξ2 − k2

2

k2
2

√
ξ2 − k2

1 + k2
1

√
ξ2 − k2

2

(37)
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for Re(
√
ξ2 − k2

2) > 0. This function corresponds to the reflection coefficient§ from which the Brewster
angle is related to its zeros, and its poles are associated with the surface wave. By following the
formulation found in [22] and [51], on the one hand, the actual location of the pole in the complex plane
is not as given by Sommerfeld, and on the other hand, the branch cut contour can be chosen in such
a way that the contribution of the pole is excluded. Thus, the absence of such waves is theoretically
confirmed.

Regarding some experimental results found in the open literature, the measurements reported by
Burrows are a classical reference in the context of propagation over plane earth and its relationship to
surface waves [53]. These measurements were conducted over a fresh water calm lake of great depth (in
order to be considered as a quasi-flat surface) at 150 MHz for distances from 1 m to around 2 km with
antennas heights around 0.5 m. Then, results were also obtained by considering different combinations
of antennas heights, and specifically, two sets of measurements were recorded, the first one when the
transmitter is at 2.5 m height and the second one for a 24.8 m height. From his results he did not find
any evidence of a component related to the surface wave as theoretically formulated by Sommerfeld.

Finally, Jeon and Grischkowsky [54] present results for a THz pulse propagating over an Aluminum
sheet, whose source is very near it (the order of millimeters). The authors report a reduction from
34 pA to 5.1 pA in the amplitude of the peak-to-peak pulse measured from a distance of 14 cm to 98 cm,
respectively. This reduction implies a path loss exponent of 2 provided the quadratic relationship
between amplitude and power (see Section 4), which is translated to a spherical waves behavior. Hence,
it does not present the surface waves features.

Thus, the results reported by [53, 54] experimentally show the absence of surface waves, which is
of particular interest for WSNs as indicated at the beginning of this section. This has been shown even
for very short distances, relatively high frequencies, and antennas very close to a surface as can be seen
in [54].

10. ATTENUATION DUE TO VEGETATION

Some applications of wireless sensor networks, like precision agriculture and prevention of forest fire, are
typical examples in which wireless devices are obviously in a vegetation environment either trees, plants,
grass, etc. (see [7, 55–57]). In this context, for instance, an experimental study has been conducted
considering a deployment of a WSN in a forest where the influence of the trunks in the received power by
means of a linear regression model has been analyzed [55]. Another study in this direction is presented by
Tokunou et al. [56] for a WSN in a forest environment with antennas height set at 105 cm. According to
their measurement results, it seems that a notches pattern can be identified in the relationship between
received signal strength and distance, which can be associated with the two-ray model described in
Section 6.

On the other hand, in some occasions the scenario where a WSN is deployed can be near or
inside a region of relative vegetation (residential zones, university campuses, parks, crop fields, etc.).
For example, in [57] a model to determine the topology of a WSN is proposed for crop fields. The
baseline in this work is that for precision agriculture, where some parameters have to be monitored
like temperature, humidity, soil moisture content, among others, nodes are exposed to the grown of
vegetation under analysis, so propagation scenario can be modified as a function of the time. Thus,
based on the fact that crop fields usually follow a regular grid, it is possible to consider a statistically
uniform distribution of scatters and assume that the line of sight paths can be formed to the sink node
(where information is collected), so Equation (14) can be taken for simulations [57]. However, it is
important to note that some radio waves could reach the sink node via other propagation paths for
which more sophisticated propagation models should be considered.

Then, the importance to review this topic is that all types of vegetation conserve certain quantity
of humidity depending on the age and spice, through which some currents are induced, and as a
consequence, an attenuation effect is present due to absorption and scattering [58]. In this context,
the effect of vegetation encroachment on a WSN is studied in [59] where a monitoring system for
measuring vegetation around transmission power lines is proposed. There, it is observed that the larger
§ Please note that in the case of Equation (16), the reflection coefficient is for a specular wave, whereas Eq. (37) is for a superposition
of a bunch of waves [51].
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the vegetation encroachment is, the lower the received power level is by nodes at a specific separation
distance.

In addition, the density of vegetation and operational frequency are factors that can be related
to this attenuation. The Inform 236–6 of the CCIR [60] outlines a set of studies carried out on this
topic during the 1950 decade, although it was presented mainly for relatively long paths. Years later,
Weissberger presented an extensive report of measurements for predicting the attenuation due to trees
and underbrush in a wide span of frequencies at template latitudes (dense, dry, and in-leaf trees)
with distances up to 400 m [61], which can be suitable for WSNs. His results have been cited by
different authors for research in diverse applications (see [62–66] for instance). Based on his observations,
Weisberger proposed what is known as Modified Exponential Decay (MED) model, which determines
the losses in excess (in dB) relative to that of free space as a function of the operational frequency in
GHz, fGHz, and the foliage depth in m, df as

Ltree =

⎧⎨
⎩

1.33 f 0.284
GHz d 0.588

f ; 14 ≤ df ≤ 400

0.45 f 0.284
GHz df ; 0 ≤ df < 14

(38)

In 2010, Kamarudin et al. [58] and Gay-Fernández et al. [55], followed by Mestre et al. [13] in
2011, and Sabri et al. [67] in 2013 published studies of radio wave propagation through vegetation for
WSNs scenarios. From these, the work of Mestre et al. results in practical interest because they present
a revision of propagation models candidate for the standard IEEE802.15.4. Basically, the total losses
proposed in [13] are

PLtot = A+ αAmodel (39)

where A denotes the path loss of a certain model without considering the vegetation effect, Amodel the
attenuation given by a specific vegetation model, and α is simply a multiplicative factor,

α = �β (40)

with � the vegetation density (0 ≤ � ≤ 1) and β an empirical constant depending on the vegetation
type. It is worth mentioning that the authors bound their model as long as the used vegetation model
follows an exponential decay profile like the Weissberger model.

In this concern, the problem of nonuniform vegetation (from a point of view of the spatial
distribution of vegetation, age, spice and its combination with buildings) was recently addressed in [14].
In this study, the proposal given in Eq. (39) taking as base of Eq. (38) was explored for a WSN
used for electric energy consumption monitoring. The authors used a Lidar database, which was of
importance to account for the vegetation (this database provides relative heights of terrain, building
and any object like trees). An overestimation of path loss was observed, which was attributed to the fact
that nodes heights were under the foliage of some trees. To solve this situation, a “canopy threshold”
was introduced in the determination of the path profile in such a way that only “significant” trees
were considered. For the scenario under study, acceptable results were obtained. Additionally, Galvan-
Tejada and Duarte-Reynoso [14] found that depending on the foliage density, signal could propagate
via a diffraction mechanism over the trees canopies or through them.

Finally, in a recent publication [68], the effect of orientation of nodes is addressed for those
applications where nodes are air-dropped into a large vegetation area. Specifically the authors consider
jungle-like tree vegetation environments, where nodes could be at different orientations (upright,
sideways, vertical-up, upside down, etc.) and positions (ground, tree trunk level, canopy, etc.), depending
on how they fall. As Olasupo and Otero pointed out [68], this situation impacts on the levels of received
power, which is corroborated with their empirical path loss models derived by curve fitting. These
models are compared with classical models like Equation (38), for which some significant differences
are found. Particularly, the authors claim that an underestimation of the path loss is introduced by
classical model, therefore the importance of considering the nodes orientation. Nevertheless, a function
that characterizes the probability of node orientation is not presented, which could be dependent on
the vegetation spice and density. Hence, new studies are required in this field.
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11. CONCLUSION

A revision of radio wave propagation for wireless sensor networks is presented in this paper. Classical
topics like free space, far field, reflection, diffraction and surface waves are addressed from a theoretical
point of view, where some considerations specific for these networks are pointed out. A key parameter
is the height of antennas, which are usually located at low altitudes, from a few centimeters up to few
meters depending on the application. In this concern, simulations were conducted for antenna heights
very close to ground, and far field conditions were determined. We found that the characterization of
far field needs larger distances when the antennas are located at higher heights above the ground plane.
Attenuation due to vegetation is also related to this parameter, and although there are some works it,
it is still an open theme. Rain attenuation is a further topic to be explored in the field of wireless sensor
networks. Although it is a well characterized phenomenon, it has not been considered (mainly due to
the typical frequencies where these networks are being developed). However, in some situations of heavy
rainstorms for long time periods, its impact on the network performance is not negligible. Moreover, if
a WSN is in a high density vegetation environment, rain attenuation could be a crucial factor.
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All values of axis Y of Figure 8 should be negative as shown below.
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